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SPECIALTY INKS
Vantage offers several specialty inks, including clear soft-hand for tonal looks as well as metallic
silver, metallic gold and metallic black onyx for more impact. The metallic appearance of metallic
silver, metallic gold and metallic black onyx inks may fade with machine washing & drying. For
best results, hand-wash and line dry. Additional specialty inks may be available for larger orders.
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VINTAGE SOFT-HAND
This popular technique produces prints with a washeddown appearance and vintage quality, especially when
combined with distressed artwork. To achieve the lighter
hand, a soft-based additive is incorporated to the ink
mixture and the design is printed without the use of an
underlay. Exact color matching cannot be achieved with
this process. Supply your own artwork or utilize one of
our pre-designed name-drop graphics that can be easily
customized with a company name or logo. Additional
name-drop designs are available upon request.
ART SERVICE: 2 business days for virtual proof development.
Pre-production sample, if required, 5 business days after virtual
proof approval.

SHORTAGES: Shortage allowance is 1.5% per placement of order
quantity, rounded up to the nearest unit. Add 1.5% per placement to
order quantity to cover shortage if required.

STANDARD SERVICE: 5 business days after all approvals and
blank availability.

SPECIALTY INKS: Metallic Silver, Metallic Gold, Metallic Black Onyx and
Crystalina Inks - Screen setup & run charges = two colors. Minimum $.30
per piece additional.

PRIORITY SERVICE: Priority service is available with one day for art
and two days for production. No pre-pro available. 100% upcharge
applies. Service is subject to availability.
MINIMUM: 300 pieces for 4-color process or simulated process.
PRINTING ON POLYESTER & SYNTHETIC FABRICS: Maximum number
of colors per logo is 8 colors plus underlay and barrier base which are
charged as two additional colors.

Pricing (P) is valid through 12/31/22

VINTAGE SOFT-HAND: Add $.20 per placement to screen print run
charge. A pre-production sample is required on all orders.

